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Forest Bathing Walk

Hey there, Forest Explorer! Can you use this recipe list and gradually build towards a two-hour
Forest Bathing experience? Ten minutes is great, but two-hours is recommended for maximum
benefit.
Forest Bathing originated in Japan, where it's called 'shinrin-yoku'. It has been shown to reduce
blood pressure, reduce stress chemicals in our bodies, improve concentration and memory, and
also boost the immune system. Fantastic for all ages and abilities.

Recipe
Find a forest or woods to visit. For ideas look at the website for the
Woodland Trust, National Trust, Forestry Commission or ask on your local
community social media groups for recommendations. Remember to
check facilities and car parking charges before you go.

Choose your time of day carefully and go when you know
the woods will be at their quietest with few people around:
early morning, late afternoon or evening.
Wear the right clothes. You can forest bathe in any weather if you have
the right clothes on. Wear layers, and take a soft blanket or a silvered
survival blanket with you for extra warmth for anyone in a buggy or
wheelchair.

Take a picnic blanket, rug or even cut-up binbags with you
so you can sit or lie down.

Turn off everyone's phones or other electronic devices. No
photos, music, calls, texts or other distractions allowed: make
time for a digital detox.
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What to do
Set the intent for your Forest Bathing with everyone in your household bubble. This
is a calm, quiet and slow experience. You can visit to play, make dens and run
around another time. Support the tone by using quiet voices. Put aside worries, and
try to focus on the here and now. If thoughts intrude, use your senses to come back
to the moment. Walk slowly and carefully through the forest or woods and
encourage using all the senses to explore. Model exploration:

Look: up at the treetops; crouch down to look at leaves, moss, logs or
lift things up to examine them; looking through branches or bracken
or at distant views; spot insects, birds, or hidden flowers deep in the
grass.

Listen: pause and listen, use gesture or gentle 'shhh' sounds to
encourage quiet, draw attention to sounds around you such as bird
calls, or make your own - rustling leaves, tapping on bark, rolling or
rattling a handful of acorns in your palm
Smell & breathe: breathe deep, long, low and slow into your
tummy. Practice this by smelling what's around you: a handful of
earth or leaves, bark, flowers, grasses. Waft items under noses
gently to get as much smell as possible.
Touch: Explore with your hands using finger-tips, whole hands, rubbing,
rolling, scratching, pressing. If touch is risky for your family, then take along
clear plastic food bags and pop soil, leaves or other items inside and squish
and squash them instead. Or use a stick as a substitute for your hands.

Body Awareness: Find somewhere to lie or sit down. Close your
eyes, breathe low and slow and imagine soaking up the forest into
your body like a sponge. Check through each sense in turn - what
can we see from here, what can we feel beneath our bodies, what
can we smell, what can we hear, etc? Remind yourself that you are
safe, and hold hands or cuddle for extra security and grounding.
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